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Numerical calculations on four blade passages are done using Q3D Navier-Stokes solver
with a simple mixing length turbulence model and two more advanced transport-equation
approaches. Mixing length is simple and cheap but crude, while more sophisticated transport
approaches are more physical but more expensive. Predicted results using different turbulent
models are discussed and compared with the laminar flow and well documented experimental
results. Studies show that the model with more transport-equation predicts improved result as
it includes the effects of upstream history into the velocity scale.
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INTRODUCTION

Most flow fields in fluid machinery passage are
turbulent flow and it is one of the most complex
problem in the area ofcomputational fluid dynamic
such as stall and surge phenomena in compressor
system [14]. It is believed that the solution of time-
dependent three-dimensional full Navier-Stokes
equations could describe turbulent flows com-

pletely. However, the computers such as work-
stations are not large and fast enough to solve the
equations directly, for the required range of length
and time scales, even for simple flows. Hence, it is
practical of using some of the turbulent modelling

to describe the turbulence motion instead of solving
the full Navier-Stokes equation. Many publica-
tions recommended various types of turbulent
models such as those by Baldwin-Lomax [1],
Cebeci-Smith [2], Birch [3], Chien-Kim [4],
Launder-Spalding [5], Myong-Kasagi [6], etc.

Depending on the number of transport-equation
used, the turbulent models can be classified into

zero-, one- and two-equation and higher-order
models. Theoretically speaking, the more the num-
ber of transport equations involved, the more accu-
rate the prediction is, as less assumptions are used.
The aim of this paper is to evaluate the different
types of turbulent models including zero-, one- and
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two-equation models using a Q3D Navier-Stokes
[7] and full energy equation unless otherwise stated,
in one host code, with experimental data for axial
turbomachinery application.

TURBULENT MODELS

Baldwin-Lomax’s Zero-Equation Model [1]

In zero-equation model, the concept of mixing
length is used. Dimensional analysis of variables
shows that the turbulent viscosity, #T, divided by
the density p has the same dimensions as a length
multiplied by a velocity. Hence momentum argu-
ments can be used to show that #T is a function of
the flow density, a length scale in the flow and the
local mean flow velocity. Typically, this relation-
ship is given as

(T Dlm2
0U

For inner layer"

lm n YD,

for outer layer:

lm Yrnax FKLEB,

where n is the von-Karman constant (0.41), Y is
the distance normal to nearest wall, D is the van
Driest damping factor with D e-y+/A+, y+
(Yv/PwWw)/#w, A+=26, Ymax is the value of Y at
the maximum value of the function Fw(Y) which
is Fw(Y)= YZlwl, [w[ is the magnitude of the
vorticity given by Iwl =Ou/Oy-Ov/Ox, FKLEB is
the Klebanoff intermittency factor:

FKLEB 1+5.5
Ymax

-1

The turbulent viscosity can be written as:

Inner layer

tT p(YD)2[Iwl]; (2)

Outer layer

[T pCcLCcpFwakeFKLEB (3)

with CCL 0.0168, CCp 1.6, CKLEB 0.3.

fwake min
Cwake Ymax 2Udir/Fmax,

where Ymax is the location of the maximum value,
Fma of the function, Fw--Y[wlD, Udi is the dif-
ference of the maximum and minimum of u: Udir

b/max- b/min, Cwake is the model constant, 0.25.

Birch’s One-Equation Model [3]

In one-equation model, the turbulent viscosity is
related to the turbulent kinetic energy k and is
written as

[T C#oGx/’-lm. (4)

The value of k can be found from the transport
equation

O(pk) O(puk) O(pvk)
Ot Ox Oy

OX [Ze-x +-O-fy [e + Pu Pe,

where e is the distribution of the dissipation rate
of k,

I Ou’i Ou’i
p Ox. OXj’

Ou Ou Ov Ov
+ + + Oy’

T(j u u

Energy dissipation equation is

e L---/ZT + CD2/z (6)

with F-l-exp(-B,Rek), Rek-(pvL)/#,
CD 0.164, CD2--0.336, Cu--0.548, Bu--0.029,
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=0.41, lm is the mixing length scale which is
exactly the same as that used in the Baldwin-
Lomax’s model.

Standard Two-Equation Model [5]

A standard k-c model developed by Launder and
Spalding [5] is also coded. This is the most
commonly used model for CFD calculations. Here

(7)

The partial differential equations used to find the
values of k and c are,

turbulence kinetic energy equation:

Ot Ox Oy
0 0

and energy dissipation equation:

Ot Ox Oy
0 0

-{- - C Gk (9)

where

Gk--#, 2 x + y + yy+x
0.9, crc 1.22, cl 1.44, c2 1.92,
0.09.

INITIAL AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Inlet Conditions

Values of k and e are in general not known at the
inlet but some reasonable assumptions can be

made. The kinetic energy of turbulence is estimated
as a percentage of the square of the average inlet
velocity [8]:

kinlet Ti2, O)

where is the average inlet velocity, Ti is the
turbulent intensity in percentage. Here, Ti is set to
be 3% for compressors and 1% for turbine. The
dissipation rate is calculated according to the
equation

k312
inlet Cl, 2aro

(11)

where ro is the outer radius of the machine annular,
a 0.005, C, 0.09.

Outlet Conditions

For the fully developed flow:

Ok) O, (12)
outlet

--0, (13)
outlet

where n is the streamwise direction.

Wall Function

With the general k-e model and wall function,
where the first computational grid point P close to
the wall is in the turbulent sublayer, the following
formulae are used:

y pu
(14)

ln(y )+ B, (15)

(16)
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where -w is the wall shear stress

y- v
VtP U YP > 11.5, (17)

Vtp- 0, yp <_ 11.5, (18)

t 0.4-0.42, B- 5.0-5.5, Cu 0.09,

2

kp u (19)

t--,3/4/3/2
Ep

"-’#"P (20)
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NUMERICAL RESULTS

Four experiment test cases are used to validate the
predicted results. The first is a transonic compressor
rotor, experimental work has been done at the
DFVLR [9] in Gottingen. The computational H-
mesh and measured IsoMach contour plot at 45%
span are shown in Figs. l(a) and (b). This mesh
density has been determined to represent’ a good
compromise between economy and grid indepen-
dence. It is sufficient to resolve down to either linear
sublayer (for y+<_ 11.25) or log-law layer
(11.25 < y+ < 500) as the value of y+ for the grid
next to the solid boundary is between 0.7 and 36.
The IsoMach contours computed in Figs. 2-4

show that, on the suction side, strong acceleration
just after the leading edge followed by a weak
oblique shock. Different models produce slightly
different results. The shock predicted by zero-

equation model smears out into a wider number
of grid. However, both the one- and two-equation
models predict a sharper shock which are closer to
the experimental result. All the models predict the
shock at about 18-20% chord of the suction
surface. For the same axial chord, the one-equation
model produces the highest Mach number, the zero-

equation model gives the lowest value while the
two-equation model predicts an in between value
that is closest to the experimental results. In brief,

0.00 0.02 0.04

(b)

SPEED :100"/.nA
BLADE HEIGHT" 45%

FIGURE (a) Grid generated for transonic compressor rotor
(mesh: 86x 45); (b) Measured IsoMach contour at 45%
span [9].
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FIGURE 2 IsoMach contour at rotor mid-span using zero-
equation model.
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FIGURE 3 IsoMach contour at rotor mid-span using one-
equation model.
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FIGURE 4 IsoMach contour at rotor mid-span using stan-
dard k-c model.
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FIGURE 5 Grid generated for UTRC turbine stator (mesh:
42 x 35).
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FIGURE 6 Blade pressure-coefficient prediction for UTRC
turbine stator.

the predicted result by each model agrees qualita-
tively well against the experimental data.
The next test cases are the UTRC turbine blades.

Experimental results [10] have been widely pub-
lished. The mesh are shown in Figs. 5 and 7 for
stator and rotor respectively.
The blade surface pressure-coefficient distribu-

tions (Cp- (P-P)/O.5p, U) based on the inlet
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condition for UTRC turbine stator at the nominal
operating point are compared in Fig. 6. It shows
similarity between the predictions using each
turbulence model. On the suction surface at same

X/Cx chord position, the zero-equation model
predicts a lower value as compared to prediction
by one- and two-equation models. However, on the
pressure surface, all the models predicted similar Cp
values and are very close to the experimental result.
As the boundary layer at pressure surface is
relatively thin and no significant separation occurs
therefore all the turbulent models are able to predict
more accurate results. Included also is the Cp
prediction by laminar flow having similar shape to
turbulent assumption but with a much lower Cp
value at suction side.

Similarity, Fig. 8 compares the Cp distributions
for turbine rotor. On both the blade surfaces at
same X/Cx position, zero-equation model predicts a
lower value as compared to that by one- and two-
equation models as well as the experimental result.
The latter models are able to predict results which
are very close to experimental result on pressure
surface and second half of the suction surface.

0.10

0.05

0.00
0.10 0.15

FIGURE 7 Grid generated for UTRC turbine rotor (mesh:
45 x 35).

At the first 50% chord on the suction surface, the
experimental result is lower than the prediction by
one- or two-equation models. Same as in case of
stator the Cp prediction by laminar flow has similar
shape with that predicted by turbulent models but
with a much lower Cp value at suction side. In the
measurement, the flow has passed through the
stator, which results in wake forming, flow distor-
tion and non-uniformity at the rotor inlet in con-
trast to the computation. Large error at entrance
of rotor was also found in the calculation by Lee
et al. [11].
The final case is on C4 compressor blade where

experimental data are available from [12] (Fig. 9).
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FIGURE 8 Blade pressure-coefficient prediction for UTRC
turbine rotor.

FIGURE 9 Grid generated for C4 compressor blade (mesh:
98 x 45).
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FIGURE 10 Blade pressure-coefficient prediction for C4
compressor blade.

FIGURE Non-dimensionalized Y-direction distance vs.
velocity curve at 36% chord of suction side of C4 compressor
blade.

Figure l0 compares blade surface pressure-
coefficient distributions at the nominal operating
point, showing similarity between the predictions
using each turbulence model. On suction surface, at
same position, it is shown that zero- and one-

equation models predict similar values which are

slightly lower than two-equation model as well
as the experiment values. However, on pressure
surface, zero- and one-equation models predic-
tions agree well with measured data. Figure 10
also shows that the two-equation model agrees
very well with the measurement at both blade
surfaces. The prediction of Cp for laminar flow is
similar to that predicted by turbulent models at
most portion of the blade surfaces, except the
region near trailing edge of the pressure side where
laminar model predicts a small boundary separa-
tion bubble and hence lower pressure recovery as
compared to turbulent models.

Local velocity profiles along Y-axis are plotted
at 36% and 64% chords and compare with
experimental result [12] as shown in Figs. 11 and
12 respectively. The Y/Ye term is the non-
dimensionalized normal distance from the blade
surface Y with the boundary layer thickness Ye
(defined as the grid point with a speed less than
98% different compared to adjacent grid). The
speed U is non-dimensionalized with speed Ue
which is the speed at Ye. At both chord-location,
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FIGURE 12 Non-dimensionalized Y-direction distance vs.
velocity curve at 64% chord of suction side of C4 compressor
blade.

the velocity profiles predicted by two-equation
model agree very well with the experiment. At
above 20% of boundary layer thickness, zero- and
one-equation models predictions show good agree-
ment with the experimental result. However,
below 20% of boundary layer thickness, zero-

equation model predicts lower value while the
one-equation model gives a higher value. In brief,
all the models are able to predict the growth of
boundary layer and boundary separation. The
laminar flow .prediction is found to be quite
similar to the zero-equation model. More details
could be found in [13].
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

The computed results were compared with measure-
ment to validate the code and assess the quality of
the numerical solution. The performance of the
turbulence models to predict the flow through a

blade passage depends on the number of transport
equations used and on the inlet flow conditions.
Another observation from the models used is their
different separation behavior within the boundary
layers.

It is shown that in most cases the two-equation
model produces results which are closest to the
experimental results followed by one-equation
model. As the less simplification is made the closer
to physics it will be.

Finally, for accurate simulations of fluid machi-
nery, extension to three-dimension with transition
and higher-order of turbulent model are needed.
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